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ABBREVIATIONS 

Term Explanation 
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GeoODK Geo-Open Data Kit 

GIS Geographic Information Systems 

GeoJSON Geographic JavaScript Object Notation 
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GPX GPS Exchange Format 

GRASS Geographic Resources Analysis Support System 

ICT Information and communication technology 

IP (Ingress Protection) 

J2EE Java Platform, Enterprise Edition 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

OSM OpenStreetMap 

PNG Portable Network Graphics 
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SD Secure Digital 
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EXECUTIVE Summary 

Within this deliverable the selection of the solution of the inventory will be described and a report 

of device, software and architecture decision will be provided. The selected architecture is entirely 

built with free and open-source software enabling the management of geospatial data from the 

initial field collection up to the final Web publication. 
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1. Architecture 

Field work and data collection is very important in many scientific domains, such as surveying, 

environmental monitoring, forest agriculture, etc., demanding efforts that take a great deal of time 

and methodical planning and implementation. The traditional methods of field data collection and 

updates using paper maps are time-consuming, difficult to conduct on a large scale, prone to 

numerous errors and high in transaction costs which in some cases are over fifty percent of the 

total Geographic Information System (GIS) implementation or maintenance (Döner, 2008).  

Information and communication technology (ICT) tools, including hardware like mobile phones and 

tablets, applications with the capacity to create digital surveys, and software that allows users to 

upload data to storage facilities in real-time, have reduced the conventional challenges associated 

with remote data collection. While mobile data collection utilizing of existing information 

technology products such as phones, smartphones, and tablets (hardware), and a number of 

different possible programs (software), facilitates data gathering, export and manipulation directly 

into a centralized database, still attention is required for proper sampling and data model structure 

selection, architecture design guidelines that all can have a core impact on achieving expected 

results.  

The modular system architecture of this process that includes spatial data in digital format into the 

field, capture data and/or make the necessary edits to the data, and post the data into the 

enterprise GIS database in near real-time, is divided in the server-side and the client side and their 

related functionalities (Brovelli et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 1 Typical modular system architecture for mobile data collection, processing and dissemination to end-users -
after Brovelli et al.(Brovelli et al., 2014). 
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In brief this architecture includes a set of modules for planning, performing and managing mobile 

data collection. Once the data acquired by the users (client-side module) is uploaded into a server-

side module coupled with a PostgreSQL database, the server-side interacts with the client-side 

module of the architecture. Based on the PostGIS spatial extension of the PostgreSQL database, 

data can be read by the spatial Web server GeoServer and published as Web Map Service (WMS) 

and/or Web Feature Service (WFS) layers while web viewers can be developed through the 

JavaScript libraries (Brovelli et al., 2014; Brovelli et al., 2016). 

Within this deliverable the selected architecture entirely built with open source GIS technology 

enabling the management of geospatial data from the initial on-field collection up to the final Web 

publication will be described, based on a distinction of two different stages: 

 Field data collection 

 Use of the data inventoried and ICT applications. 

1.1. Field data collection 

The workflow for this stage comprises of the following: 

1. Uploading from the server previously configured of customized forms 
2. Collecting data 
3. Sending of data to server and exporting to GIS format 
4. Post-processing 
5. Spatial storage 

 

Figure 2 Overview of adopted field data collection scheme 
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1.2. ICT applications 

The workflow for this stage comprises of the following: 

1. Data introduction to Spatial Database 
2. Map Services: OGC standards 
3. Data display (web browser) 
4. Data edition and analysis: GIS desktop  
5. Data exportation to other applications (Global Navigation Satellite System-GNSS) 

 

The solution adopted for this stage includes: 

 

Figure 3 Adopted solution for the ICT applications stage 

2. Software 

2.1. Data collection server application SMAP 

SMAP software is a data management (collection and analysis) and visualisation platform.  It is open 

source, and can be downloaded from the SMAP Consulting website (http://smap.com.au/). SMAP 

can be used in combination with mobile device “apps” including fieldTask, odkCollect and geoODK 

etc. to create, upload and download forms for various disciplines. As soon as data is submitted it 

can be viewed in the SMAP dashboard and data with location can be shown on maps. 

 

http://smap.com.au/
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Enketo Smart Paper https://enketo.org/ 

Open Data Kit https://opendatakit.org/ 

Magpi (former DataDyne) https://home.magpi.com/ 

CommCare https://www.commcarehq.org 

RapidSMS https://www.rapidsms.org/ 

FrontlineSMS https://www.frontlinesms.com/ 

SMAP http://smap.com.au/ 

ONA https://company.ona.io/ 
Table 1 Indicative list of Mobile Data Collection Solutions 

The software is designed to be used in a continuous cycle in which information is collected, 

assessed, and then published, so it can be applied in maps, graphs, tables and other IT systems. 

Data can be collected using surveys on Android phones (fieldTask) or in web browsers (webForms). 

The surveys are created in editors and then uploaded to a Smap server. They can then be 

downloaded to a phone or tablet, or opened as a web form in a modern web browser. 

 

Figure 4 Process of data management with SMAP (Penman, 2014). 

The collected data can be visualised in graph, map, or tabular formats on the SMAP Server. Data 

cleaning can also be performed on the server. Data can then be exported as spreadsheets, SMAP 

reports, Facebook or in other systems as a map. Tasks can be assigned to users to complete 

additional surveys. Overall SMAP is of an Open Source nature, does not require Internet or Phone 

Network connections and no literacy during field data collection. SMAP runs on Ubuntu Linux and 

requires 2GB of Memory, and 20GB of disk. Users can either rent a cloud server from SMAP 
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Consulting for $100 per month including support, or set up a computer running Ubuntu in its data 

centre or on its laptop, and download and install the server software from SMAP consulting. 

Multiple organisations can share a single SMAP Server, however the data for each organisation is 

kept separate in the database.    SMAP stores all of its data in a relational database with geospatial 

extensions PostGIS.  Data can be exported in geospatial formats such as ESRI shape files. 

2.2. Field data collection: geoODK and Oruxmaps 

The solution adopted for field data collection considers the use of an application, as mentioned 

above, where the base cartography must be loaded into and another one for road characterization.  

2.2.1. Oruxmaps 

 

Figure 5 Functionalities and tools included within OruxMaps 

OruxMaps is an Android mapping application that accesses online map services, including WMS, 

OpenStreetMap, and tiled map sources, or uses offline maps saved from Mobile Atlas Creator. 

OruxMapsDesktop is available to rectify scanned/digital images or paper maps. The application 

includes a moving map function, speed, altitude, and direction information acquired from a GPS 

source (if enabled). Map data can be saved for offline use, or online when an Internet connection 

can be established. Tracks can also be saved and loaded. 
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Figure 6 Screenshots of Orux maps interface 

2.2.2. GeoODK Collect 

Geo-Open Data Kit (GeoODK) Collect is a freely available, open source mobile application that runs 

on Android smartphones aiming to combine mobile data collection technologies and GIS mapping. 

It is based on the ODK Collect, but has been extended with offline/online mapping functionalities, 

the ability to have a custom map layer, as well as new spatial widgets, for collecting points and 

polygons, and GPS tracing functionality. GeoODK provides a way to collect and store geo-referenced 

information, along with a suite of tools to visualize, analyse and manipulate ground data for specific 

needs. It enables an understanding of the data for decision-making, research, business, disaster 

management, agriculture and more. As a multi-dimensional application, GeoODK’s goal is to 

provide an open source platform that can be expanded to address current and future needs of data 

collection (GeoODK, 2016). 

The process of collecting data is very simple and includes the following steps (after having created 

an account on the data collection server platform (i.e. Snap): 

1. Connect to a data collection server application 

The first step is the launch the GeoODK Collect app in a surveyors mobile. From the main screen, 

the user can select “Settings” on the bottom right. From the Settings screen, the user can select the 

“General Settings” option. Under Server Settings, and by selecting Configure Platform Settings the 

user can change the “URL” field for connecting the GeoODK data collection app to an existing data 

collection server application. At the final step an update of the username and password credentials 

to match the user account for the Project is needed. 
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Figure 7 Procedure for collecting to an existing server application 

2. Download the forms to fill in the data 
The user should retrieve the form from the main screen, select “Settings” on the bottom right and 

from the Settings screen, select the “Form Management” option where the “Get Selected” option 

is selected to download the form that needs to be completed- returning to the Home screen is 

accomplished by hitting the back button once. 

 
 

Figure 8 Procedure for downloading the forms from the server to the GeoDK application 
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3. Filling the forms-collecting data 
In the first screen of the app and by choosing the “Collect Data” option the surveyor can access the 

form which need to be filled out, and navigate through the form by swiping left and right. When all 

of the fields have been completed, the surveyor choose the “Save Form and Exit” option. 

 
Figure 9 Procedure for collecting data by (left to right) selecting collect data, feature to record, ID of the feature and 

mode of geotrace 

4. Data submission 
The user can view entries on a map (“Map Data”) icon, or complete, or update an existing one, 

(“Edit Data” option from the main page). At the end following a form finalization procedure, the 

form can be submitted to the server through the “Send Data” icon. Note that if a form is successfully 

submitted to the server, it will be removed from theGeoODK Collect application. 

 
 

Figure 10 Send data icon and selection of the data to be send 
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2.3. The spatial database: Postgis 

The storage of the collected data must be considered carefully since the efficiency of future 

applications depends on it. The data display and the degree of difficulty in data updating must be 

foreseen. Instead of using proprietary formats to store spatial data (e.g. shapefiles) or any other file 

storage, it is more useful to use a spatial data base. 

In particular, the spatial database (SDB) must meet the following requirements: 

 It should allow keeping the data centralized. Unique repository. 

 Data distribution must be guaranteed.   

 Integrity of the data. It must allow integrating topology. 

 Easy update of the data.  

 Coincidence: simultaneously access to the data. 

 Open source. 

 Display tools. 

 Map server implementation possibility. 

PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL object-relational database. It is spatial 

database which is built on top of a standard PostgreSQL database adding support for geographic 

objects allowing location queries to be run in SQL. It is an open source software, released under the 

GNU General Public License. The first version of PostGIS was released by Refractions Research Inc. 

in 2001. PostgreSQL provides transaction management, disk storage routines, SQL processing and 

planning and other tasks of a standard database while PostGIS provides spatial types, functions and 

indexes (Ramsey, 2011). Among other characteristics PostGIS has several tools designed to load and 

export data, it is compatible with QGIS for editing/viewing tools and it can work with open source 

mapping servers, most conforming to OGC mapping standards: WMS, WFS, WCS, etc. PostGIS 

supports both geometry and geography types, adds spatial data types like points, linestrings, 

polygons, multipoints, multilinestrings, multipolygons and geometry collections and it also adds 

spatial functions like area, distance, union, difference, buffer, touches, intersects, within, contains, 

overlaps etc. (Bauer, 2012; Agrawal and Gupta, 2014). 

Therefore, PostGIS is the spatial database selected for this project since it meets the requirements 

searched and listed below: 

 PostGIS is open source, it implies it is free. 

 It is compatible with OGC standards. 

 It supports spatial data, spatial index and provides many spatial functions. 

 It allows export and import of different formats through tools design for it. 

 QGis can work with PostGIS. 
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 There are many of web map servers (Geoserver included) which are able to run with it. 

 It is the most extended open source spatial database. 

2.4. Map server: Geoserver 

There are several web mapping servers  that can create and publish geospatial web services such 

as web map services (WMS), web feature services (WFS), and web coverage services (WCS) (Bauer, 

2012), including both open source and proprietary alternatives (Table 2). 

Category MapServer GeoServer ArcServer 

Website http ://www. mapserver.org/ http ://geoserver. org/ http://www.esri.com 

Operating 
Systems 

Windows, Linux, Mac OSX, 
Solaris, etc. 

Windows, Linux, Mac OSX Windows, Linux 

License Type Open Source Open Source Proprietary 

Software 
Interface 

Command line or separately 
installed graphical user interface 

Graphical user interface Graphical user interface 

Supported 
Input File 
Formats 

Vector: shapefile, TIGER, etc. Vector: shapefile, TIGER, etc.  Vector: shapefile, TIGER, etc. 

Raster: TIFF, GeoTIFF, JPEG, GIF, 
PNG, etc. 

Raster: TIFF, GeoTIFF,JPEG, GIF, 
PNG, etc. 

Raster: TIFF, GeoTIFF,JPEG, 
GIF, PNG, etc. 

Databases: Microsoft SQL, 
Oracle,PostGIS/PostgreSQL, etc. 

Databases: Microsoft SQL, 
Oracle, PostGIS/ PostgreSQL, etc. 

Databases: Microsoft SQL, 
Oracle,PostGIS/PostgreSQL 

Output OGC 
web services 

WMS / WFS / WCS WMS / WFS / WCS / Etc. WMS / WFS / WCS / Etc. 

Table 2 Comparison of MapServer, GeoServer, and ArcServer (Bauer, 2012) 

Geoserver is the J2EE realization of Open GIS Web server (Huang and Xu, 2011) . It is an open source 

platform that supports the OGC standards like Web Map Service (WMS) , Web Coverage Service 

(WCS), Web Feature Service (WFS) and Web Feature Service Transactional protocols. It can work 

with a large range of data formats like Shapefile, ArcSDE, Oracle Spatial, PostGIS and other spatial 

formats. It has a fully-featured Web administration interface. Role based security can be configured 

in it. In order to fully utilize the capabilities of GeoServer compatible client software must be used. 

OpenLayers is a client side software which is widely used with GeoServer as an open source 

JavaScript package based on AJAX technolog (Agrawal and Gupta, 2014). 

2.5. GIS editor: QGis 

To manage this information (visualize, edit, analyse data, etc.) is necessary to use GIS software. For 

this project, QGIS seems to be the best option since it is a user friendly Open Source Geographic 

Information System (GIS) licensed under the GNU General Public License and it runs on Linux, Unix, 

http://www.esri.com/
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Mac OSX, Windows and Android while supporting numerous vector, rasters and database 

formats).Quantum GIS or QGIS is based on the C++ cross-platform library Qt from Nokia. Therefore, 

it runs on most existing operating systems, including Linux, Unix, MacOSX, and Windows. The name 

“Quantum GIS” has no special meaning except that it starts with a “Q”, indicating that it uses the 

Qt library. The goal of the Q GIS project is to provide a user-friendly, modular, and platform-

independent GIS. Currently, it offers viewing, editing, and analysis of geodata. It also contains a 

server component and a composer for print layouts. Furthermore, the GRASS plug-in allows the use 

of the analytical functionality of the GRASS program from within the QGIS GUI. QGIS supports a 

large number of vector and raster formats, including PostGIS, GRASS, Shapefile, GML2, WFS, GPX, 

WMS, GeoTiff, PNG, and many others. Vector data can be transformed on the fly by using the 

PROJ.4 library (Vatsavai et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 11 QGIS 2.14 Essen 

At the beginning of the project, QGIS was just one big executable. Later, it was split into several 

libraries to allow third-party applications to link with it and reuse the QGIS code. Note that, like 

QGIS, these libraries are also under the GPL license and so any third-party applications linking to 

them need to be GPL compliant. 
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2.6. Viewer: OpenLayers 

A web map API is a collection of programming utilities which can be used for the implementation 

of a web map without the need to program the elementary functionalities from scratch. Current 

APIs facilitate adding a default map application to a web page with very basic programming skills, 

providing also a number of tools for customized implementation. The APIs are generally based upon 

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) web technologies that run on ordinary web browsers 

without additional plugins(Kettunen et al., 2012) 

OpenLayers is an open source (provided under the 2-clause BSD License) client-side JavaScript 

library for displaying map data in web browsers (Hazzard, 2011). It provides an API for building rich 

web-based geographic applications similar to Google Maps and Bing Maps. The library was 

originally based on the Prototype JavaScript Framework. These APIs are generally based upon 

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) web technologies that run on ordinary web browsers 

without additional plugins. 

OpenLayers makes it easy to put a dynamic map in any web page since instead of building a mapping 

application from scratch, OpenLayers can be used for the mapping part. It can display map tiles, 

vector data and markers loaded from any source supporting GeoRSS, KML (Keyhole Markup 

Language), Geography Markup Language (GML), GeoJSON and map data from any source using 

OGC-standards as Web Map Service (WMS) or Web Feature Service (WFS). OpenLayers has been 

developed to fur OpenLayers is a map engine that provides an API (Application Program Interface) 

that can be used to develop everyones web maps. 

 

Figure 12 Client / Server Model which in the case of a web map application, some sort of map client (OpenLayers) 
communicates with some sort of web map server (e.g., a WMS serverd) (Hazzard, 2011). 
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3. Device 

3.1. Devices: tablet specifications 

The purpose of the tablet acquisition is to provide a hardware system in order to collect field data, 

but also that can be used to implement some of the Task D (ICT applications) results.  

Both objectives don’t require special or extra specifications beyond a regular tablet although we 

should consider some ideas. 

First, their foreseen use them suggests that a Stand-Alone Tablet is enough, ruling out Convertible 

devices. 

Size: Tablets screen range from 6 to 18.4 inches, although most tables fall into 7 to 10 inches 

category (that implies larger availability and price range). Tablets in the 10 inch range provide a 

good balance between portability and productivity. They are not as easy to use with one hand as 

smaller ones but they are still light and compact enough, and their display is better. Lager tablets 

are less portable and more suitable for laptop replacement purposes. 

Operating System: since it was set in the project we had to take measures to ensure the 

sustainability of the project and one of them was to try to use Open Source software for the 

applications, development. Android seems to be the right decision. Applications can be uploaded 

to Google Play for its dissemination. 

Other specifications: this point can be tricky to discern, since not all manufacturers fully disclose 

their devices’ components, but we can list some of them: 

 Processors: Android tablets pack processors from a variety of manufactures. For the needs 
of the project it is not necessary to have special care about its type or speed, the provided 
ones in mid-range tablets should be enough. 

 RAM (memory): “Random Access Memory” is the special memory where the data is stored 
temporarily. Bigger RAM size means that the tablet can run more apps at the same time. 
Generally speaking, the more expensive the tablet the more RAM the tablet will have. In 
most tablets RAM ranges from 1 GB to 4 GB. A tablet should have a minimum of 1 GB. 

 Storage: Stand-alone tablets typically come with 8 to 16 GB on the low end up to 128 GB 
on the high end. Some tablets include SD card readers to expand their storage capacity. 
Taking into account we are going to store cartography and more information the minimum 
storage capabilities should be 16/32 GB (and with SD card slot). It should be noted that the 
amount of storage does not affect the tablet’s performance at all. 

 Extra memory: it should be convenient that the tablets include a (micro) SD card slot and a 
USB connection of some type that allows adding extra storage and connection. 
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 Battery life: a tablet that runs for no less than 7 hours on single charge (daily work 
timetable) is recommended. 

3.2. Optional specifications 

Water and dust protection: since the device is going to be used in the field to collect data, the 

protection gains importance and should be considered. The IP (Ingress Protection) rating is an 

international standard for measuring a device’s level of protection from dust and fresh water. The 

first digit in the two-digit IP code indicates the level of protection against solid object, including 

dust. The second digit refers to what degree the device is protected from fresh water. The following 

table shows the IP code: 

Protection from solid objects and dust Protection from fresh water 

 IP0X. No special protection  IP0X. No special protection 

 

IP1X. Protected against solid 
objects > 50 mm in diameter. 

 

IPX1. Protected against 
dripping water. 

 

IP2X. Protected against solid 
objects > 12.5 mm in 
diameter.  

IPX2. Protected against 
dripping water when tilted up 
to 15 degrees from normal 
position. 

 

IP3X. Protected against solid 
objects > 2.5 mm in diameter. 

 

IPX3. Protected against 
spraying water. 

 

IP4X. Protected against solid 
objects > 1 mm in diameter. 

 

IPX4. Protected against 
splashing water. 

 

IP5X. Protected against dust; 
limited ingress (no harmful 
deposit).  

IPX5. Protected against low-
pressure water jet spray for at 
least 3 minutes. 

 

IP6X. Dust tight. 

 

IPX6. Protected against heavy 
jet spray for at least 3 minutes. 

  

 

IPX7. Protected against the 
effects of immersion in up to 1 
metre of water for 30 minutes. 

  

 

IPX8. Protected against the 
effects of continued immersion 
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in water at depths greater than 
1 meter 

Table 3 IP codes 

Android sensors: the android platform supports three broad categories of sensors 

 Motion sensors: These sensors measure acceleration forces and rotational forces along 
three axes. This category includes accelerometers, gravity sensors, gyroscopes, and 
rotational vector sensors. 

 Environmental sensors: These sensors measure various environmental parameters, such 
as ambient air temperature and pressure, illumination, and humidity. This category 
includes barometers, photometers, and thermometers. 

 Position sensors: These sensors measure the physical position of a device. This category 
includes orientation sensors and magnetometers. 

One of the most important sensor is the magnetometer: it is able to detect magnetic fields. The 

magnetometer is the sensor that compass applications use to point at the planet's North Pole. 

Example specifications of a standard tablet: 

Design 
Device Type Tablet 
OS Android 5.0.2 Lollipop 
Weight 618 gr. 

Display 
Physical size 7.0 to 10.1 inches 
Resolution 1280x800 pixels 
Pixel density 150 ppi 
Technology IPS 10 points capacitive multi-touch screen  

Hardware 
Processor CPU Quad Core Cortex A7, 1,3 GHz / GPU Mali-T720 MP2 up to 520 

MHz 
System memory 2 GB  
Built-in storage 32 GB 
Storage expansion microSDTM up to 64 GB 

Battery 
Capacity LiPo 7280 mAh 

Connectivity 
Bluetooth Yes 
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n 
Data mobile 3G (HSPA+/UTMS/GSM) 
Positioning GPS, A-GPS 

Connections 
HDMI Micro-HDMI 
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USB Micro-USB OTG 
SD MicroSDTM 

Headphone Headphone jack TRRS 3,5 mm (CTIA) 

Sensors 
Accelerometer 
Magnetometer/eCompass 
Gyroscope 
Light sensor 

Camera 
Features 5 Mpx 
Camcorder Full HD (1080p) 
Front-facing camera 2 Mpx 

Audio 
Speakers 2 with 0,7 W 
Amplifier Yes 
Technology DolbyR 

Other features 
Notifications LED 
Radio FM 
Microphone Yes 

Supported formats 
Text .epub/.pdf/.doc/.ppt/.xls/.html 
Image .bmp/.jpg/.gif/.png 
Video .mkv/.avi/.mpg/.m4a/.mov/.flv/.oga/.aac/.midi 
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